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At ideal standard, we believe bathrooms should 
be living places not just functional spaces.

for us, they’re far more than just places to brush 
your teeth.

they should be places to relax, to make yourself 
beautiful, to refresh and re-energise.

so, for the past 100 years we have been designing 
products to help you create your ideal bathroom.

Whether that is a place to escape, a boudoir, a 
playroom or a sanctuary, it is always a beautiful 
use of space. 

for further inspiration visit idealstandard.com
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18
Furniture

DesiGN.
pRecis-
ioN.

Strada wall mounted basin unit with Strada double 
vanity. 46,6 cm storage rectangular units in combination 
with 23,3 cm open units, Strada mirror with light, Tonic 
shower enclosure with Strada shower tray, Strada fitting 
and Idealrain Cube set.

 MAteRiAl quAlity. 
HiGHliGHteD by  
puRist DesiGN.

Strada’s five design highlights

1.  Clean, straight lines, culminating in well-
defined corners

2.  Ultra modern, geometric shapes, 
working together

3.  Balanced proportions for a coherent look  
that can be harmonised with other Ideal 
Standard collections

4.  A range of furniture finishes with under-stated 
style and sophisticated colours 

5. Materials with a high quality look and feel

34
Bathtubs

strada has been designed to help you 
recreate that sophisticated ‘hotel look’ 
in your own bathroom. its clean lines 
and streamlined shapes give your bath-
room a very contemporary feel; so it’s 
both stylish to look at, and a joy to use.

The Strada range has also been designed to be 
flexible, with a whole variety of mix and match 
options and different sizes. Which means you 
can design your bathroom with complete 
confidence, knowing that the pieces you 
choose will work beautifully together.  
So feel free to create your minimalist look, 
whilst tailoring in all the elements you need  
in your ideal bathroom.

Strada double ended 
bathtub with Strada bath 
and shower mixer with 
Idealrain Cube handspray.

tHe look 
tHAt fits
Choose Strada for your bathroom and you can 
be assured that its look and feel will be infinitely 
stylish – even if you decide to personalise  
your look by using Strada with the other Ideal 
Standard ranges.

Strada is a modern style statement. With its 
integrated rectangles and balanced proportions, 
Strada allows you to express yourself and use 
space beautifully. It also says volumes about 
your appreciation of high quality materials, and 
contemporary cubes. But all is not square –  
Strada also has circles. We designed round basins 
that harmonise with the rest of the range, whilst 
adding a personal touch. 

15
Basins & vessels
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fReeDoM  
of 
cHoice

Set your imagination free. All Strada’s basins and vessels, 
furniture, showers, bathtubs and fittings are individually 
beautiful. We have also designed them to work together, 
so you can specify exactly the piece you prefer, and be 
assured that it will be in harmony with all the others. It will 
even be compatible with other Ideal Standard collections – 
so you have the freedom to plan your ideal bathroom, 
with complete confidence.

4

Strada vessel mixer.

Strada works with you to create that 
designer ‘hotel bathroom’ look in your own 
home. You can align Strada’s cubes to give 
the immediate impression of ordered calm 
the moment you walk into the room. The 
clean, straight lines of Strada baths and 
basins will give that modern, balanced feel 
to your bathroom, whilst clever storage 
solutions help you keep your toiletries and 
accessories neatly out of sight. 

Our Strada taps award-winning are 
examples of flawless design; they have 
adjustable aerators that allow you to  
control the direction of water flow and  
help prevent splashing.

So Strada isn’t just beautiful – it’s also 
designed to function perfectly and deliver a 
bathroom that meets your needs, brilliantly.

beAutiful 
foRM,  
 AND 
fuNctioN

38
Fittings

Strada bathtub, Tonic shower 
enclosure with Strada shower 
tray, Strada fitting and Idealrain 
Cube set.

Strada wall mounted
basin unit in Glossy Taupe 
with Strada basin. 46,6 cm 
storage rectangular unit in 
combination with 23,3 cm 
open units.

Strada basin unit in 
Glossy Grey with  
vessel and fitting, 
strada tall unit in 
Glossy Grey.
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Strada 70 cm wall mounted washbasin with Strada 
basin mixer. 140 cm wall mounted storage unit with soft 
closing drawers, 70 cm mirror with light and  
70 cm wall mounted storage unit with two softclosing 
doors and Softmood accessories. Tonic 120 cm pivot 
shower enclosure with Strada shower tray and Strada 
exposed thermostat with Idealrain Cube kit.

 coNteM- 
poRARy 
 MoDeRN
strada’s balanced shapes will give you a bathroom that 
expresses your style, and has the feeling of sophistication 
that you find in the most modern, designer bathrooms. 

but strada bathrooms also work beautifully. the high 
quality of the furniture design and finishes are combined 
with the practicality of useful storage and integrated 
mirrors. the basins not only look good; but are also deep 
enough to be practical to use, ensuring you will be happy 
with your bathroom for years to come. everything has 
been designed to work harmoniously together to deliver  
a truly beautiful use of space.
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46,6 cm storage rectangular unit in 
combination with 23,3 cm open units, 
Softmood double towel holders. Strada 
bathtub, Tonic shower enclosure with  
Strada shower tray, Strada fitting and 
Idealrain Cube set.

Mia toilet and bidet, Strada double 
vanity with Strada fittings and vanity 
unit in Glossy Taupe; Softmood 
accessories.

Strada is about substance, as well as style. High quality 
materials and modern finishes all contribute to the 
collection’s look, and its practicality. Perhaps less obviously, 
Strada was also designed to be easy to install.

There are any number of clever touches you’ll appreciate 
every time you use your bathroom. Soft close systems on all 
drawers, for example, that bring a touch of luxury and add to 
your bathroom’s sense of calm. 

Strada’s taps follow the straight line styling, with outstanding 
cleanliness and precision. In fact, they’ve won an award from 
IF International Forum – one of Europe’s most respected 
design centres. They also have unrivalled function; a clever 
aerator within the tap adjusts at a touch, to eliminate 
splashing and give you a more serene experience.

eAsy to use  
fuNctioNAlity
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1.

3.

5.

2.

4.

6.
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start with an idea. it’s useful to begin by imagining 
the impression you want your bathroom to give, 
and picturing how its look will fit in with the way 
you – and the others in your home – will use it. 

then you can decide which area is most 
important. if it’s the bath, take that as your starting 
point and arrange everything else around it. 
Here’s where you can really begin to explore the 
possibilities and look at creating a space that is 
both inspired and in line with the way you live.

the floorplans opposite illustrate just a few of 
the many bathroom configurations which will 
transform differently-sized rooms. think of them 
as a springboard for your ideas, and they’ll help 
you create your own ideal bathroom.

A professional tip? keep storage and lighting 
central to your plans. ideal standard has a range 
of flexible storage options that help keep 
bathrooms clear and uncluttered, whilst clever 
lighting can create exactly the visual impact and 
mood you want.

 sHApiNG 
up 

1. 3 x 2m example bathroom
Strada Basin Unit 80 cm 
Strada Vanity 80 cm 
Strada Mirror Cabinet 80 cm 
Strada Tray 120 X 90 cm 
Tonic Shower Enclosure 
Idealrain Cube Shower System 
Shower Mixer 
Strada Ex High Cabinet 
Basin Mixer 

2. 3.8 x 2.7m example bathroom
Strada Basin Unit 100 cm 
Strada Vanity 100 cm 
Bath And Shower Mixer 
Idealrain Cube set 
Shower Mixer 
Bathtub 
Shower Tray 
Connect Mirror 100 cm 
Strada 1/2 Column 
Basin Mixer

3. 3.5 x 5m example bathroom
Strada Ex Basin Unit 120 cm 
Strada Tray 120 x 90 cm 
Bath Tub 
Tonic Shower Enclosure 
Basin Mixer 
Bath And Shower Mixer + Ideal Rain Cube 
Shower Mixer 
Rainshower 
Ideal Rain Cube Handspray 
Strada Ex Worktop 120 cm Left 
Strada Basin 60 x 42 cm White 1Cth Of 
Strada Ex Mirror With Internal Lamp 
120 x 2,5 x 70 cm 
Basin Mixer

4. 4 x 3.3m example bathroom
Strada Worktop 120 cm 
Bracket Set  
Strada vessel 60 cm 
Strada Mirror Cabinet 120 cm 
Strada High Cabinet 
Basin Mixer 
Strada Tray 120 x 90 cm 
Bath Tub 
Tonic Shower Enclosure 
Basin Mixer 
Bath And Shower Mixer + Ideal Rain Cube 
Shower Mixer 
Idealrain Cube Rainshower and handspray

5. 3.5 x 3.2m example bathroom
Strada Worktop 80 cm 
Strada Basin 50 cm 
Strada Mirror Cabinet 80 cm 
Strada 1/2 Column 
Basin Mixer 
Bath Tub 
Bath And Shower Mixer + Ideal Rain Cube

6. 3.3 x 4m example bathroom
Strada Basin Unit 100 cm 
Strada Worktop 100 cm 
Strada O vessel 
Strada Mirror With Internal Lamp 100 cm 
Strada Storage Unit 
Strada Open Unit 
Strada Basin Mixer 
Strada Tray 90 x 90 cm 
Bath Tub 
Tonic Shower Enclosure 
Ideal Rain Cube Handspray and rainshower 
Basin Mixer 
Bath And Shower Mixer + Ideal Rain Cube 
Shower Mixer

2.7m

3.8m
2m

3m

1.2m2.3m
0.9m

3.3m

4m

3.3m

4m3.2m
3.5m

1.7m
0.3m
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Basins & vessels 
15

every strada item has been designed to make an individual 
style statement, as well as complementing all the other 
pieces in the range. 

so you can be confident that, regardless of whether you 
use a single piece or the complete range, you will be 
able to create a unified look – with all the parts working 
in harmony. your bathroom will have that cohesive, 
professionally-designed look.

to give you even more design options, strada combines 
perfectly with other design collections.

Strada bathtub with, Strada basin unit with worktop in Bambu 
Melamine finish, Strada vessel with fitting, Strada Mirror with light.

 tHe  
coMplete  
 solutioN

Furniture 
18

Shower trays 
31

Bathtubs
34

Fittings 
39

Complementary 
ranges 43
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RectANG-
 ulAR oR 
RouND?
strada is a clear expression of modern design, with 
rectangles, straight lines and defined corners. but a  
circle is also a geometric shape. so strada basins  
and vessels can be round, to add an interesting visual 
contrast to the rectangular design theme. 

Round or oval, whichever basin or vessel you choose  
you can be sure it will work perfectly with your strada  
unit or worktop.

Strada vessel and fitting, Worktop in Bambu Melamine  
finish with brackets.

pRoDuct optioNs

 bAsiNs & vessels
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60 cm 50 cm

Measurements relate to  
the overall vessel width

Square, elliptical or perfectly circular.  
Vessels sit proudly on top of basin units.  
Or are presented on worktops, as shown here. 
With stylish, separate taps they give your 
bathroom a powerful, visual highlight.

vessels

75 cm 60 cm 45 cm

41 cm42 cm 41 cm 34 cm

choose single or double basins, with narrow or wide surrounds. specify square or 
round, then match them to the furniture shown in the section beginning on page 18. 
And the fittings from page 38 onwards.

16

bAsiN, couNteRtop, vessel,  
 MAke youR stAteMeNt

pRoDuct optioNs 
BASInS & VESSELS

120 cm

Drop-in 50 cm Underpin 50 cm

100 cm 80 cm

Measurements relate to  
the overall basin width

Measurements relate  
to the basin width  

within the countertop.

Basins are sophisticated and space saving. 
They can be set into their basin units, or sit on 
a worktop for a more minimalist look. Their 
integral taps mean that their clean lines remain 
completely uninterrupted.

For a totally clear horizon – and to recreate that 
luxurious ‘hotel look’ – recess your square basin 
into a basin unit. Let a clean area of countertop 
make your statement for you.

 bAsiNs

couNteRtops

90 cm 70 cm 60 cm 50 cm
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Whether your space is expansive, or more 
compact, designer storage can make it more 
stylish. strada’s straight lines and unifying shapes 
will help you create an inspired bathroom 
with enough storage to make it practical and 
pleasurable to use. the wide ranges of sizes and 
installation options work with you, helping you to 
realise your ideas and deliver the design you want 
for your bathroom. 

High grade materials, durable surfaces and a 
range of attractive finishes bring a high degree of 
quality and practicality. Making a strada bathroom 
even more irresistible.

the following pages show you how well different 
strada furniture items work with each other. so 
you can now start planning your own space, and 
how you want it to look.

stylisH 
stoRAGe

Mia toilet and bidet, Strada worktop in Bambu Melamine finish with 
brackets, Strada vessel with fitting, Strada mirror cabinet; Softmood 
accessories; Strada half column in Bambu Melamine finish.

Basin units &  
worktops

Cabinets Storage units Mirrors

pRoDuct optioNs

 fuRNituRe
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Combination example
Basin unit: 98 cm, Glossy Taupe/Coffee
Basin: 100 cm
Basin mixer
Mirror: 100 cm
1/2 column: 60 cm, Glossy Taupe/Coffee

Combination example
Vessel: 60 cm
Worktop: 118 cm, Glossy White, right
Basin mixer
Bracket set for worktop installation: 120 cm
Mirror cabinet: 120 cm, Glossy White
High cabinet: 35 cm, Glossy White

Combination example
Basin: 118 cm 
Basin unit: 118 cm
Worktop: 118 cm, Bambu Melamine, left
Basin: 60 cm
Basin mixer
Mirror with internal lamp: 100 cm
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Combination example
Basin unit: 98 cm, Glossy White
Worktop: 98 cm, Glossy White
Vessel: 75 cm
Wall mounted mixer
Mirror with internal lamp: 100 cm
Wall storage unit: 46,6 cm, open unit  
23,3 cm, Glossy White

Combination example
Basin unit: 118 cm, Glossy Taupe/Coffee
Double basin: 120 cm
Basin mixer
Mirror with internal lamp: 120 cm
Storage unit: 46,6 cm, Taupe 
Open unit: 23,3 cm, Glossy White

browse the possibilities. these pages show some of the 
combinations chosen by our designers. but it’s your bathroom and, 
with so many options and choices, you can fine tune your strada 
bathroom to suit your style and the way you live, perfectly. 

cHoose fuRNituRe 
 to fit youR visioN

pRoDuct optioNs 
FURnITURE
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bambu Melamine
Wl

Glossy taupe/coffee
Wc

Glossy Grey
WH

Glossy White
WG

choosing one finish throughout your bathroom 
will give you an integrated effect, but each 
finish has its own look. for example, our bambu 
Melamine has all the warmth of wood, whilst 
Glossy White gives you a purity and cleanliness. 
Glossy Grey and Glossy taupe/coffee both have 
hidden depths and reflect a high quality, modern 
aesthetic. simply match the finish to the sensation 
you want to create.

below the possibilities are shown life-size to give 
you a true representation of their tonal values.

 tHe 
fiNisHiNG 
 toucH

22

Combination example
Basin: 50 cm
Worktop: 78 cm, Bambu Melamine
Basin mixer
Bracket set for worktop installation: 80 cm
Mirror cabinet: 80 cm, Aluminium Effect
Cabinet: 1/2 column 60 cm,  
Bambu Melamine

Combination example
Basin unit: 78 cm, Glossy Grey
Basin: 80 cm
Basin mixer
Mirror cabinet: 80 cm Aluminium Effect
High cabinet: 35 cm, Glossy Grey

Easy installation
STRADA furniture is easy to set up, quicker and safer! 
All base and wall units are supplied with fully adjustable 
installation wall hangers.

cHoose youR fuRNituRe
 coNtiNueD

pRoDuct optioNs 
FURnITURE

Aluminium effect*
Al

*This model is only available for mirror cabinets
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because storage has such a profound effect on the outcome of your bathroom, a good ‘professional 
tip’ is to make furniture a key part of your planning. choose the options that will work best for you; 
storing all your essential items whilst giving a sense of balance to your design. you can use your 
furniture to draw attention from one area to another, or concentrate the room’s focus onto – say – your 
basin/mirror arrangement. However you use strada furniture, you can be sure it will give your bathroom 
added style, as well as practical storage.

cAbiNets

Strada cabinets are available in a variety of heights, 
giving you the opportunity to increase your storage 
capacity by reaching upwards, rather than crowding 
your bathroom with wider units. Many Strada cabinets 
are available with either left or right-hand opening,  
to give you even more possibilities.

Available finishes – refer to page 23  
for life size representations

Available finishes – refer to page 23  
for life size representations

Glossy White

Glossy White

W40 x H140 cm*

W35 x H165 cm* W46,6 x H118,4 cm W46,6 x H118,4 cm

*This model is available with left and right 
handle possibilities

24

cHoose youR fuRNituRe
 coNtiNueD

pRoDuct optioNs 
FURnITURE

 bAsiN uNits

140 cm 90/70 cm

60/50 cm

Measurements relate to  
the overall basin unit width

Available finishes – refer to page 23  
for life size representations

Strada basin units add to the serenity of your bathroom, 
in a number of ways. They echo the ultra neat lines of the 
basins and vessels and give you the storage space you 
need to maintain the order and calm of your bathroom. 
They also feature soft close doors and drawers, adding  
an extra touch of luxury.

Glossy White

118 cm 98/78 cm

Available finishes – refer to page 23  
for life size representations

Glossy White

105 cm

Glossy Taupe/
Coffee

Glossy Grey

Glossy Grey

Glossy Grey Bambu 
Melamine

Bambu 
Melamine
Bambu 
Melamine

Glossy Taupe/
Coffee

Glossy Grey



Aluminium 
effect
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 MiRRoRs

MiRRoR cAbiNets

Mirrors reflect your style. Ideal Standard mirrors are available in a wide 
range of sizes, with or without integrated lighting. And they’re not limited 
to sitting above the basin. You can use them like interior windows; to 
bounce light and give fascinating glimpses of the rest of your bathroom.

Available finishes – refer to page 23  
for life size representations

120/100/90/80 x 70 cm

130/120/100/90/85/80/70/60/55/50/40 x 70 cm120/105/90/80/70/60/50/40 x 65 cm

Especially welcome in smaller bathrooms, mirror cabinets 
are very useful. As well as hiding and tidying, they reflect 
and lighten your bathroom, giving an impression of added 
size and interest.

the secret is to plan ahead. once you’ve measured your wall space and your floor area, you can 
choose the combination of storage units and mirrors that are going to give you the most impressive, 
or inviting, look as you enter the bathroom. it’s a good idea to stand in the doorway and picture the 
effect you want, at the early planning stage.

26

cHoose youR fuRNituRe
 coNtiNueD

pRoDuct optioNs 
FURnITURE

stoRAGe uNits

When it comes to storage, we take a minimalist approach. 
Our cabinets and drawers use space beautifully by adding 
style whilst tidying away all your toiletries and accessories. 
Our open shelves, meanwhile, let you introduce a flash of 
colour with a bright towel or add touches of personal style 
to your bathroom’s look.

Available finishes – refer to page 23  
for life size representations

Available finishes – refer to page 23  
for life size representations

Glossy White

Glossy White

W70 x H65 cm

W35 x H65 cm*

W46,6 x H46,6 cm

W23,3 x H46,6 cm

W23,3 x H70 cm

* This model is available with left and right 
handle possibilities

Glossy White

Glossy Grey

Bambu 
Melamine

Glossy Taupe/
Coffee

Glossy Grey

70/60 x 70 cm 50 x 70 cm



pRoDuct optioNs 
FURnITURE

 coMbiNAtioN cHARt 

Furnitures
K077701

50  ×  42 cm

K077801

60 ×  42 cm

K078201

71  × 42 cm

K078601

91  ×  42 cm

K078801

81  ×  
 45,5 cm

K079001

101  ×  
 45,5 cm

K079101

121  ×   
45,5 cm

Basins

Basin unit 50 cm

Basin unit 70 cm

Basin unit 105 cm left

Basin unit 140cm right

Basin unit 60 cm

Basin unit 90 cm

Basin unit 105 cm right

Basin unit 140 cm left

Basin unit 78 cm

Basin unit 98 cm

Basin unit + worktop 
with cut 78 cm

Basin unit + worktop 
with cut 980 cm

Basin unit + worktop 
with cut 118 cm left

Basin unit 1180 cm

Basin unit + worktop 
with cut 118 cm right

Worktop with cut  
78 cm + bracket

Worktop with cut  
118 cm left + bracket

Worktop with cut  
98 cm + bracket

Worktop with cut  
118 cm right + bracket

K2727WG
or
K2458WH

K2460

K2728WG
or
K2459WH

K2461

K2659

K2660

K2659 + 
K2662

K2660 + 
K2663

K2661 + 
K2665

K2661

K2661 + 
K2664

K2662 + 
T783867

K2665 + 
T784467

K2663 + 
T783767

K2664 + 
T784467

For all vessels without tap hole, we recommend wall-mounted fittings or fittings installed on the vessel’s side. Please contact your local Ideal Standard supplier 
if you’d like to install two vessels next to each other. On worktops without a cut-out, vessels can be installed in the center or to either side.

Furnitures
K077601

50  ×  42 cm

K078101

61 ×  42 cm

K078301

ø 42 cm

K078401

60  × 42 cm

K078501

75  × 43 cm

K079201

41  × 34 cm

K079301

ø 34 cm

K079401

ø 45 cm

K079501

ø 41 cm

Vessels

Basin unit + worktop 
with cut 78 cm

Basin unit + worktop 
with cut 118 cm left

Worktop with cut  
118 cm left + bracket

Basin unit + worktop 
with cut 98 cm

Basin unit + worktop 
with cut 118 cm right

Worktop with cut  
78 cm + bracket

Worktop with cut  
98 cm + bracket

Worktop with cut  
118 cm right + bracket

Basin unit + worktop 
98 cm without cut

Basin unit + worktop 
78 cm without cut

Worktop 78 cm 
without cut + bracket

Basin unit + worktop 
118 cm without cut  
(right installation option)

Worktop 98 cm 
without cut + bracket

Worktop 118 cm without 
cut (left installation 
option) + bracket

Worktop 118 cm without 
cut (right installation 
option) + bracket

K2659 + 
K2662

K2661 + 
K2665

K2665 + 
T784467

K2660 + 
K2663

K2661 + 
K2664

K2662 + 
T783867

K2663 + 
T783767

K2664 + 
T784467

K2660 + 
K2676

K2659 + 
K2675

K2675 + 
T783867

K2661 + 
K2677

K2676 + 
T783767

K2677 + 
T784467

K2677 + 
T784467

Basin unit + worktop 
118 cm without cut  
(left installation option)

K2661 + 
K2677

this chart will help you discover the possibilities. simply choose the basin, vessel or piece of furniture 
you prefer then use the chart to check for a compatible configuration. if, for example, you wanted to 
position your favourite vessel to one side, you’d need a worktop without a cut out.
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Furnitures
K077601

50  ×  42 cm

K078101

61 × 42 cm

K078301

ø 42 cm

K078401

60  ×  42 cm

K078501

75  × 43 cm

K079201

41  × 34 cm

K079301

ø 34 cm

K079401

ø 45 cm

K079501

ø 41 cm

Vessels

K2722WG
or
K2452WH

K2724WG
or 
K2455WH

K2723WG
or
K2453WH

K2726WG
or
K2457WH
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A flat, smooth floor, unpunctuated by plug holes, 
is very stylish. strada shower trays feature the 
sleek ideal standard blade waste system; a single, 
stainless steel strip that runs across the entire 
width of the tray – adding another designer touch 
to your bathroom.

cleAN,  
cRisp  
&  
cleveR

Strada shower tray with Strada shower mixer and Idealrain Cube set.

30

pRoDuct optioNs

 sHoWeR tRAys
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Strada bathtub, Strada shower tray with 
Tonic corner entry shower enclosure, 
Strada fitting with Idealrain Cube 
shower kit.

32

cHoose youR sHoWeR tRAy

pRoDuct optioNs 
SHOWER TRAYS

 sHoWeR tRAys

Every detail of the Strada collection has been carefully 
and holistically considered. So our shower trays add 
to the style of the design, yet perform beautifully. 
Instead of a plug, they feature a gleaming, stainless 
steel band stretching across one side of the pure white, 
uninterrupted, shower tray.

W90 x D90 cm

W80 x D100 cm
W90 cm x D180/D170/D160/D140/D120/D100

perfectly square, or more expansively rectangular? there’s a range of differently-sized shower trays,  
all with the blade waste system and all complementing the strada design theme. 
see page 40 for fittings and page 44 for the tonic shower enclosure.
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its style will impress you every time you step inside your 
strada bathroom. you’ll also love the deep sensation of 
wellness and complete relaxation you’ll experience when 
you lean back and immerse yourself in the all-enveloping 
warmth and comfort of a steaming, hot bath.

 AN 
oAsis of 
coMfoRt

Strada double ended bathtub with Strada bath and shower mixer 
with Idealrain Cube handspray.

pRoDuct optioNs

  bAtHtubs
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 iNteGRAteD fRoNt AND siDe pANels

Our designers have created integral side and front panels 
that make your bath a complete entity, in its own right.  
So it has the solidity and whiteness that makes it the 
central feature of your bathroom. 

you can choose a rectangular or asymmetric bath, or decide on double ended with a central plug, 
or single ended. Whether you opt for a bath with its own integral panels, or want to build in your bath 
with sides that follow your design theme…. you’ll find that your strada bath is complemented by strada 
fittings. Helping it become the natural centrepiece of your bathroom.

Rectangular
170/75 cm 
170/70 cm

Double ended
190/90 cm 
180/80 cm
170/75 cm

36

tHe bAtH, tHe ceNtRepiece

pRoDuct optioNs 
BATHTUBS

 built-iN

Built in baths give the designer in you more scope.  
You can specify the finish on the sides, echoing elements 
of the flooring or wall tiling. You can harmonise with your 
overall design, or decide to introduce a complete contrast 
to make your bath the focus of attention.

Rectangular
170/75 cm 
170/70 cm

Asymmetric
RH: 170/100 cm
LH: 170/100 cm

Double ended
190/90 cm 
180/80 cm
170/75 cm
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 AWARD  
 WiNNiNG 
DesiGN
strada’s taps have won a prestigious if Design 
for style and practicality. they have also been 
specifically designed to match strada’s clean lines; 
so they’re the final touch that completes the look 
of your bathroom.

As well as harmonising with strada, they’re also 
ergonomic masterpieces, allowing you to control 
temperature and volume – precisely, reliably, and 
intuitively. their shape is a natural fit for your hand, 
as well as your look. so whatever strada fitting 
you choose, it will harmonise perfectly with your 
strada basin, or vessel, or mirror, or furniture. 

select your tap and basin combination carefully, 
and give your bathroom another style highlight.

Strada fitting on Strada basin.
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pRoDuct optioNs

 fittiNGs



Energy

EnergyWater

Water
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bathroom design is about defining how you use the space to fit your life. it’s about creating a look. 
it’s also about feel – the way taps, bath and shower mixers feel in your hand. so we’ve designed them 
to give you a sense of high end luxury and undeniable quality every time you use them. 

Make your bathroom feel sensational. complete your strada design with idealrain cube showers sets 
for shower and bath.

bAtH & sHoWeR MixeRs

Bath & shower mixer Bath spout

Bath & shower mixer – 
concealed – Kit 2

save water and energy 
 
Strada has the technology to help you save money by 
reducing water flow, without compromising on your 
comfort. The Ideal Standard 5 litre/min adjustable flow 
aerator give you the sensation of a full stream in your 
basin, but uses much less water. So it’s better for the 
planet, and can save you up to €285 a year in water and 
energy costs.

* Family based on household of four people using a single  
basin fitting. Average water price: 5.5 € / m3. Average energy 
price 0.75 € / l.

Reduce splashing 
 
Ideal Standard’s new, adjustable aerator means you can eliminate 
splashing and avoid wasting water, with a single touch. Simply push 
the aerator’s tilting plate to direct the flow to exactly the spot you 
want; reducing mess, cutting wiping time and saving water.

40

 bAsiN MixeRs

biDet MixeR sHoWeR MixeRs

Basin vessel mixer

Basin mixer – 
concealed – Kit 2Basin mixer

Bidet mixer Shower  
mixer

Shower mixer – 
concealed – Kit 2

DesiGNeR pRActicAlity oR  
pRActicAlity DesiGNeD iN

pRoDuct optioNs 
FITTInGS

NO 
SplaSHiNg!

up to  
€285 
savings  
a year!

Classic A5897AA

€ 100

€ 200

€ 400

€ 300

€ 500



4342

fiND 
youR 
peRfect 
MAtcH

Bathroom showcases these complementary products:
1. Mia toilet
2. Mia bidet
3. Tonic shower enclosure
4. Idealrain Cube shower head
5. SoftMood accessories

Mia toilet and bidet, Strada worktop in Bambu Melamine
finish with brackets, Strada vessel with fitting, Strada mirror cabinet; 
Softmood accessories; Strada half column in Bambu Melamine 
finish, Strada double ended bathtub with Strada bath and shower 
mixer, Idealrain Cube handspray.

At ideal standard we believe in unlimited design. so when 
we created strada we made sure it would be compatible 
with our other ranges. Which means you have the freedom 
to personalise your bathroom and create exactly the design 
you want – whilst including the style inherent in all  
strada products. 

our main picture, and the following pages, will help 
you explore the idea of harmonising items from other 
collections with strada. but reality is as wide as your 
imagination and, with such a choice, you can be assured 
that your bathroom will be like no other.

5.

3.

4.

1.

2.

pRoDuct optioNs

 coMpleMeNtARy RANGes
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How far you go depends on you. strada could be the complete solution, or an encouragement to 
let your imagination range far and wide; across all ideal standard collections. you could, for example, 
complement the streamlined shapes of strada basins with the softer curves of a Mia bidet, or highlight 
angles with softmood accessories. 

Here are just a few examples to help you use your space more beautifully. think of them as a starting 
point, or use them for inspiration.

toilets & biDets

fittiNGs AccessoRies

Ventuno
Soften the straights and smooth the corners. A toilet or 
bidet from our Ventuno collection could add a slightly 
warmer, personal touch to your Strada bathroom. 
Elegance too; Ventuno’s concealed fastenings mean 
sleek, uninterrupted lines.

Mia
Take Strada’s straight lines a step further by adding angled 
corners. Mia toilets and bidets use decisive shapes to create 
a modern sensation. Concealed fastenings give a ‘suspended 
in mid-air’ look. This is pure, practical design at its best.

Softmood
As its name suggests, this range has soft appeal; its rounded 
contours contributing to a more relaxed mood. Softmood 
accessories make their own mini-statements, so they more 
than complement Strada’s designer shapes. 

Attitude
The bright light of modern design works with Strada to 
give you a combination of perfect geometric balance and 
sensational style.
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cHoose youR peRfect  
MAtcH

pRoDuct optioNs 
COMPLEMEnATRY RAnGES

sHoWeR eNclosuRes  
& bAtH scReeNs

sHoWeR & bAtH  
& sHoWeR sets

sHoWeR tRAys

Tonic
Tonic shower enclosures are designed to give minimal visual 
interruption, so they don’t interfere with the look of your 
bathroom. Which makes them the perfect complement to 
Strada’s clear lines and simple shapes. Choose the opening 
systems, slide panels and options that suit the ways you use 
your bathroom.

Idealrain Cube
Whether you want a simple 
shower kit or an all-in-
one shower system, Cube 
works. All handsprays and 
thermostats, sliding bars 
and head showers are 
compatible with other Ideal 
Standard collections. 
So your shower can follow 
the geometry, and the 
purity of your overall 
bathroom design.

Ultra Flat
And ultra flat, low profile is 
highly desirable, because it 
gives you a level, seamless 
floor line. So it creates the 
impression of unbroken 
space whilst inviting you  
to step inside. 
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We’ve designed the strada collection to a series of standard 
sizes, to make planning easier. our furniture is often 
available in a range of widths, or heights. our fittings and 
accessories are all compatible with each other, to minimise 
complication and set your imagination free. All dimensions 
are shown in millimetres. 

for further help or information, please consult our 
authorised dealer. 

 tecHNicAl 
specificAtioNs



A
B

C

D

405

A
545

B

C

D

400
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Basins

Double basin 120 cm Basin 80/70 cmBasin 100/90 cm

Model  Ref.

1200 mm  K079101

•	Two tap holes
•	Two overflows 
•	To be wall mounted alone or to be wall 

mounted with STRADA Furniture Basin unit 
118 cm

Model  Ref.

1000 mm  K079001

•	One tap hole
•	With overflow
•	To be wall mounted alone or to be wall 

mounted with STRADA Furniture Basin unit 
98 cm

Model  Ref.

900 mm  K078901

•	One tap hole
•	With overflow
•	To be wall mounted alone

Model  Ref.

800 mm  K078801

•	One tap hole
•	With overflow
•	To be wall mounted alone or to be wall 

mounted with STRADA Furniture Basin unit 
78 cm

Model  Ref.

700 mm  K078701

•	One tap hole
•	With overflow
•	To be wall mounted alone

Model  Ref.

900 mm  K078601

•	One tap hole
•	With overflow
•	To be wall mounted alone or to be wall 

mounted with STRADA worktops and 
Furniture Basin units

Model  Ref.

600 mm  K077801

•	One tap hole
•	With overflow
•	To be wall mounted alone or to be wall 

mounted with STRADA worktops and 
Furniture Basin units

Model  Ref.

700 mm  K078201

•	One tap hole
•	With overflow
•	To be wall mounted alone or to be wall 

mounted with STRADA worktops and 
Furniture Basin units

Basin 90 cm Basin 60 cmBasin 70 cm

Technical specificaTions

 A B C D Tap holes

K0790 1010 230 720 65

K0789 910 220 630 60

 A B C D Tap holes

K0788 810 545 220 560

K0787 710 445 230 470
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Model  Ref.

750 mm  K078501

•	Without overflow
•	To be wall mounted on STRADA worktops  

and Furniture Basin units
•	Cutting template included

Model  Ref.

420 mm  K078301

•	Without overflow
•	To be wall mounted on STRADA worktops  

and Furniture Basin units
•	Cutting template included

Model  Ref.

600 mm  K078401

•	Without overflow
•	To be wall mounted on STRADA worktops  

and Furniture Basin units
•	Cutting template included

Oval vessel 75 cm Round vessel 42 cmOval vessel 60 cm

Model  Ref.

500 mm  K077701

•	One tap hole
•	With overflow
•	To be wall mounted alone or to be wall 

mounted with STRADA worktops and 
Furniture Basin units

Model  Ref.

600 mm  K078101

•	One tap hole
•	With overflow
•	To be wall mounted on STRADA worktops  

and Furniture Basin units
•	Cutting template included

VEssELs

Basin 50 cm Vessel basin 50 cmVessel basin 60 mm
with back side glazed

Technical specificaTions

Model  Ref.

500 mm  K077601

•	Without overflow
•	To be wall mounted on STRADA worktops  

and Furniture Basin units
•	Cutting template included
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Model  Ref.

410 × 340 mm  K079201

•	Without overflow
•	To be wall mounted on STRADA worktops  

and Furniture Basin units
•	Cutting template included

Model  Ref.

340 mm  K079301

•	Without overflow
•	To be wall mounted on STRADA worktops  

and Furniture Basin units
•	Cutting template included

Oval vessel 41 × 34 cm Round vessel 45 cmRound vessel 34 cm

Model  Ref.

450 mm  K079401

•	Without overflow
•	To be wall mounted on STRADA worktops  

and Furniture Basin units
•	Cutting template included

VEssELs 

Model  Ref.

410 mm  K079501

•	Without overflow
•	To be wall mounted on STRADA worktops  

and Furniture Basin units
•	Cutting template included

Model  Ref.

500 mm  K077901

•	With overflow
•	  For under countertop installation only,  

cutting template and fixation included in  
the packaging

Model  Ref.

500 mm  K078001

•	With overflow
•	  For countertop installation only,  

cutting template included in the packaging

Round vessel 41 cm Underpin basin 50 cmCountertop basin 50 cm

CountErtops

Technical specificaTions



1180

400

440

1180

400

440

780

400

440

780

400

440

980

400

440

980

400

440

25

1184

442

25

1184

442

25

984

442

25

984

442

25

1184

442

25

1184

442

Model  Ref.

  K2665WG

  K2665WH

  K2665WC

  K2665WL

•	 1184 x 442 x 25 mm
•	Compatible with basin storage unit  

1180 mm (K2661)
•	Compatible with basin 500 mm (K0777),  

basin 600 mm (K0778), vessel 500 mm 
(K0776) and vessel 600 mm (K0781)

•	Possibility to install independently with bracket 
set T784467 (included one towel holder)

•	Worktop 25 mm thickness 
•	 Included hardware
•	Strengthening metal bar

Model  Ref.

  K2663WG

  K2663WH

  K2663WC

  K2663WL

•	984 x 442 x 25 mm
•	Compatible with basin storage unit  

980 mm (K2660)
•	Compatible with basin 500 mm (K0777),  

basin 600 mm (K0778), basin 700 mm 
(K0782), basin 900 mm (K0786), vessel 500 
mm (K0776) and vessel 600 mm (K0781)

•	Possibility to install independently with bracket 
set T783767 (included one towel holder)

•	Worktop 25 mm thickness 
•	 Included hardware
•	Strengthening metal bar

5554

Model  Ref.

  K2659WG

  K2659WH

  K2659WC

  K2659WL

•	780 x 440 x 400 mm
•	Compatible with STRADA vanity basins, basins 

and vessels - please see combination chart
•	Wall mounted
•	One internal shelf
•	One drawer unit with soft closing
•	 Included hardware
•	  Worktops needs to be ordered separately 

for basin and vessel installation (no worktop 
needed for vanities installation)

•	Furniture delivered with handles
•	Space saving siphon ref. J428467 

recommended

Model  Ref.

 K2660WG

  K2660WH

  K2660WC

  K2660WL

•	980 x 440 x 400 mm 
•	Compatible with STRADA vanity basins, basins 

and vessels - please see combination chart
•	Wall mounted
•	One internal shelf
•	One drawer unit with soft closing
•	 Included hardware
•	  Worktops needs to be ordered separately 

for basin and vessel installation (no worktop 
needed for vanities installation)

•	Furniture delivered with handles
•	Space saving siphon ref. J428467 

recommended

Basin Storage  
Unit 118 cm

Basin Storage  
Unit 78 cm

Basin Storage  
Unit 98 cm

Technical specificaTions

furniturE

Model  Ref.

  K2664WG

  K2664WH

  K2664WC

  K2664WL

•	 1184 x 442 x 25 mm
•	Compatible with basin storage unit  

1180 mm (K2661)
•	Compatible with basin 500 mm (K0777),  

basin 600 mm (K0778), vessel 500 mm 
(K0776) and vessel 600 mm (K0781)

•	Possibility to install independently with bracket 
set T784467 (included one towel holder)

•	Worktop 25 mm thickness 
•	 Included hardware
•	Strengthening metal bar

Worktop 118 cm
for basin & vessel installation  
right side installation

Worktop 98 cm
for basin & vessel installation

Worktop 118 cm
for basin & vessel installation  
left side installation

Model  Ref.

 K2661WG

 K2661WH

 K2661WC

 K2661WL

   
 

•	 1180 x 440 x 400 mm
•	Compatible with STRADA vanity basins, basins 

and vessels - please see combination chart
•	Wall mounted
•	One internal shelf
•	Two drawers unit with soft closing
•	 Included hardware
•	  Worktops needs to be ordered separately 

for basin and vessel installation (no worktop 
needed for vanities installation)

•	  Furniture delivered with handles
•	Space saving siphon ref. J428467 

recommended

Glossy White

Glossy Grey

Glossy Taupe/Coffee

Bambu Melamine

Glossy White

Glossy Grey

Glossy Taupe/Coffee

Bambu Melamine

Glossy White

Glossy Grey

Glossy Taupe/Coffee

Bambu Melamine

Glossy White

Glossy Grey

Glossy Taupe/Coffee

Bambu Melamine

Glossy White

Glossy Grey

Glossy Taupe/Coffee

Bambu Melamine

Glossy White

Glossy Grey

Glossy Taupe/Coffee

Bambu Melamine
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784

442

25

784

442

25

984

442

25

984

442

25

1184

442

25

1184

442

25

784

442

25

784

442

350

85

85

350

85

85

300

85

85

300

85

85

Model  Ref.

  K2662WG

  K2662WH

  K2662WC

  K2662WL

•	784 x 442 x 25 mm
•	Compatible with basin storage unit  

780 mm (K2659)
•	  Compatible with basin 500 mm (K0777),  

basin 600 mm (K0778), basin 700 mm 
(K0782), vessel 500 mm (K0776) and  
vessel 600 mm (K0781)

•	  Possibility to install independently with bracket 
set T783867 (included one towel holder)

•	Worktop 25 mm thickness 
•	 Included hardware
•	Strengthening metal bar

Model  Ref.

  K2675WG

  K2675WH

  K2675WC

  K2675WL

•	784 x 442 x 25 mm
•	Compatible with basin storage unit  

780 mm (K2659)
•	Compatible with all vessel “o” models
•	Possibility to install independently with bracket 

set T783867 (included one towel holder)
•	Worktop 25 mm thickness
•	 Included hardware
•	Strengthening metal bar

Model  Ref.

  K2676WG

  K2676WH

  K2676WC

  K2676WL

•	984 x 442 x 25 mm
•	Compatible with basin storage unit  

980 mm (K2660)
•	Compatible with all vessel “o” models
•	Possibility to install independently with bracket 

set T783767 (included one towel holder)
•	Worktop 25 mm thickness
•	 Included hardware
•	Strengthening metal bar

Model  Ref.

  K2677WG

  K2677WH

  K2677WC

  K2677WL

•	 1184 x 442 x 25 mm
•	Compatible with basin storage unit  

1180 mm (K2661)
•	Compatible with all vessel “O” models 
•	Possibility to install independently with bracket 

set T784467 (included one towel holder)
•	Worktop 25 mm thickness 
•	 Included hardware
•	Strengthening metal bar

5756

Worktop 78,4 cm
for basin & vessel installation

Worktop 98,4 cm
for vessel “O” installation  
without cut

Worktop 118,4 cm
for vessel “O” installation  
without cut 

furniturE 

Technical specificaTions

Worktop 78,4 cm
for vessel “O” installation  
without cut

Decorative leg for vanity 
installation

Decorative leg for basin & 
vessel installation

Model  Ref.

Decorative leg   
for basin & vessel installation  T784567

•	 Individual leg
•	Height 300 mm
•	Chromium plated polished
•	 Included hardware

Model  Ref.

Decorative leg   
for basin & vessel installation  T784667

•	 Individual leg
•	Height 350 mm
•	Chromium plated polished
•	 Included hardware

Glossy White

Glossy Grey

Glossy Taupe/Coffee

Bambu Melamine

Glossy White

Glossy Grey

Glossy Taupe/Coffee

Bambu Melamine

Glossy White

Glossy Grey

Glossy Taupe/Coffee

Bambu Melamine

Glossy White

Glossy Grey

Glossy Taupe/Coffee

Bambu Melamine



1130

198

414

1130

198

414

360

350

1650

360

350

1650

220

466

1184

220

466

1184

360

350

1650

360

350

1650

Model  Ref.

  K2683WG

  K2683WH

  K2683WC

  K2683WL

•	350 x 360 x 1650 mm
•	Wall mounted
•	Five internal glass shelves and one internal 

wooden shelf
•	Two doors unit with soft closing
•	Furniture delivered with handles

Model  Ref.

  K2689WG

  K2689WH

  K2689WC

  K2689WL

•	350 x 360 x 1650 mm
•	Wall mounted
•	Five internal glass shelves and one internal  

wooden shelf
•	Two doors unit with soft closing
•	Furniture delivered with handles

Model  Ref.

  K2684WG

  K2684WH

  K2684WC

  K2684WL

•	466 x 220 x 1184 mm
•	Wall mounted
•	Five internal glass shelves and one internal  

wooden shelf
•	Two doors unit with soft closing
•	Furniture delivered with handles

5958

Bracket set 113 cm Bracket set 73 cmBracket set 93 cm

Technical specificaTions

furniturE 

Model  Ref.

1130 x 414 x 198  mm  T784467

•	One integrated towel holder
•	Chromium plated
•	To assembly with worktop K2664, K2665  

and K2677
•	 Included hardware

Model  Ref.

930 x 414 x 198 mm  T783767

•	One integrated towel holder
•	Chromium plated
•	To assembly with worktop K2663 and K2676
•	 Included hardware

Model  Ref.

730 x 414 x 198 mm  T783867

•	One integrated towel holder
•	Chromium plated
•	To assembly with worktop K2662 and K2675
•	 Included hardware

High cabinet 35 cm
left door

½ Column (short cabinet) 
46,6 cm

High cabinet 35 cm
right door

Glossy White

Glossy Grey

Glossy Taupe/Coffee

Bambu Melamine

Glossy White

Glossy Grey

Glossy Taupe/Coffee

Bambu Melamine

Glossy White

Glossy Grey

Glossy Taupe/Coffee

Bambu Melamine



221

466

1184

221

466

1184

233

700

220

233

700

220

466

466

220
 

466

466

220
 

233

466

220

233

466

220

1403

418

420

1403

418

420

418

420

1403

418

420

1403

Model  Ref.

  K2685WG

  K2685WH

  K2685WC

  K2685WL

•	466 x 221 x 1184 mm
•	Wall mounted
•	Two internal glass shelves and one internal  

wooden shelf
•	Two doors unit with soft closing
•	No handles: push to open system

Model  Ref.

  K2686WG

  K2686WH

  K2686WC

  K2686WL

•	466 x 220 x 466 mm
•	Wall mounted
•	One internal glass shelf
•	One door unit with soft closing
•	No handles: push to open system

Model  Ref.

  K2687WG

  K2687WH

  K2687WC

  K2687WL

•	233 x 220 x 700 mm
•	Wall mounted
•	One internal glass shelf
•	One door unit with soft closing
•	No handles: push to open system

Model  Ref.

  K2688WG

  K2688WH

  K2688WC

  K2688WL

•	233 x 200 x 466 mm
•	Wall mounted
•	One wooden shelf
•	Open unit
•	Can be installed horizontally and vertically

Glossy White

Glossy Grey

Glossy Taupe/Coffee

Bambu Melamine

Model  Ref.

  K2729WG

  K2460WH

•	 1403 x 420 x 418 mm
•	Compatible with basins K0777, K0778  

and K0782
•	Wall mounted
•	Two 700 mm two drawers units with soft 

closing
•	 1403 mm worktop included
•	Space saving siphon ref. J428467 

recommended
•	Furniture delivered with handles pre-installed

Glossy White

Glossy Grey

Glossy White

Glossy Grey

6160

Mirrored ½ Column  
(short cabinet) 46,6 cm 

Storage rectangular unit 
23,3 cm  

Storage square unit  
46,6 cm

Technical specificaTions

furniturE  

Shelf rectangular unit  
23,3 cm

Basin storage unit  
140,3 cm
left basin cut

Basin storage unit  
140,3 cm
right basin cut

Model  Ref.

  K2730WG

    K2461WH

•	233 x 220 x 700 mm
•	Compatible with basins K0777, K0778 and 

K0782
•	Wall mounted
•	Two 700 mm two drawers units with soft 

closing
•	 1403 mm worktop included
•	Space saving siphon ref. J428467 

recommended
•	Furniture delivered with handles pre-installed

Glossy White

Glossy Grey

Glossy Taupe/Coffee

Bambu Melamine

Glossy White

Glossy Grey

Glossy Taupe/Coffee

Bambu Melamine

Glossy White

Glossy Grey

Glossy Taupe/Coffee

Bambu Melamine



418

420

1053

418

420

1053

418

420

903

418

420

703

418

420

903

418

420

703418

420

1053

418

420

1053

418

420

603

418

420

503

418

420

603

418

420

503

350

650

219

350

650

219

700

650

218

700

650

218

Model  Ref.

  K2728WG

  K2459WH

•	 1053 x 420 x 418 mm
•	Compatible with basins K0777, K0778  

and K0782
•	Wall mounted
•	  Two drawers unit with soft closing and  

one door unit left
•	 1053 mm worktop included
•	Space saving siphon ref. J428467 

recommended
•	Furniture delivered with handles pre-installed

Model  Ref.

  K2726WG

  K2457WH

  K2724WG

  K2455WH

•	903 x 420 x 418 mm /for 903 mm unit/
•	703 x 420 x 418 mm /for 703 mm unit/
•	Compatible with basins K0777, K0778,  

K0782 and K0786 (only for 903 mm unit)
•	Wall mounted
•	Two drawers unit with soft closing
•	Worktop included
•	Space saving siphon ref. J428467 

recommended
•	Furniture delivered with handles pre-installed

Model  Ref.

  K2727WG

  K2458WH

•	 1053 x 420 x 418 mm
•	Compatible with basins K0777, K0778  

and K0782
•	Wall mounted
•	  Two drawers unit with soft closing and  

one door unit right
•	 1053 mm worktop included
•	Space saving siphon ref. J428467 

recommended
•	Furniture delivered with handles pre-installed

Glossy White

Glossy Grey

Glossy White

Glossy Grey

Glossy White 903mm

Glossy Grey

Glossy White 703mm

Glossy Grey

Model  Ref.

  K2723WG

  K2453WH

  K2722WG

  K2452WH

•	603 x 420 x 418 mm /for 603 mm unit/
•	503 x 420 x 418 mm /for 503 mm unit/
•	Basin unit 503 mm is compatible with basin 

K0777
•	  Basin unit 603 is compatible with basin K0777  

and K0778
•	Wall mounted
•	One drawer unit with soft closing
•	Worktop included
•	Space saving siphon ref. J428467 

recommended
•	Furniture delivered with handles pre-installed

Glossy White 603mm

Glossy Grey

Glossy White 503mm

Glossy Grey

Model  Ref.

  K2725WG

  K2456WH

•	700 x 218 x 650 mm 
•	Wall mounted
•	Two doors unit with soft closing
•	Furniture delivered with handles pre-installed

Model  Ref.

  K2731WG

  K2463WH

•	350 x 220 x 650 mm 
•	Wall mounted
•	One soft closing door
•	Furniture delivered with handles pre-installed

Glossy White

Glossy Grey

Glossy White

Glossy Grey

6362

furniturE 

Basin storage unit  
105,3 cm
right basin cut 

Basin storage  
90,3/70,3  cm 

Basin storage unit  
105,3 cm
left basin cut

Technical specificaTions

Basin storage  
60,3/50,3  cm

Wall storage 70 cm Wall unit 35 cm
right door



350

650

219

350

650

219
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Glossy White

Glossy Grey

Glossy White

Glossy Grey

Glossy White

Glossy Grey

6564

Model  Ref.

  K2732WG

  K2464WH

•	350 x 220 x 650 mm
•	Wall mounted
•	One soft closing door
•	Furniture delivered with handles pre-installed

Wall unit 35 cm
left door

High Cabinet 40 cm
left door

High Cabinet 40 cm
right door

Technical specificaTions

furniturE 

Set of plastic trays Drawer partition kit

Model  Ref.

150/100 x 100 x 65 mm  T724767

•	Slide for drawer in satin polypropylene

Model  Ref.

292 x 373 x 60 mm  T784067

•	To take profit of the internal space into the  
drawers; to be placed just in the bottom part

•	To assembly with: 
 - All internal basin units
 - Recommended to use one partition kit for   
600 mm and 800 mm basin units and two kits 
for 100 mm basin unit.For bigger size 1400 mm 
basin unit use one partition kit into each drawer
 Material: sand plexiglass

Model  Ref.

  K2733WG

  K2465WH

•	400 x 300 x 1400 mm
•	Wall mounted
•	One soft closing door
•	Furniture delivered with handles pre-installed

Model  Ref.

  K2734WG

  K2466WH

•	400 x 300 x 1400 mm
•	Wall mounted
•	One soft closing door
•	Furniture delivered with handles pre-installed
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Model  Ref.

  K2672WG

  K2672AL

•	 1200 x 151 x 700 mm
•	Six internal shelves
•	Three mirrored doors unit with panoramic 

opening and with soft closing
•	Handles: chrome metal pin
•	 Included hardware
•	 Internal Led Lighting with external  

atmosphere ambiance
•	Provided by Switch & Socket with  

external access
•	Pre-arranged for external lamp K2682  

and K2681 (main light)
•	 IP44 & EMC certified

Model  Ref.

  K2671WG

  K2671AL

•	 1000 x 151 x 700 mm
•	Six internal shelves
•	Three mirrored doors unit with panoramic 

opening and with soft closing
•	Handles: chrome metal pin
•	 Included hardware
•	 Internal Led Lighting with external  

atmosphere ambiance
•	Provided by Switch & Socket with  

external access
•	Pre-arranged for external lamp K2682  

and K2681 (main light)
•	 IP44 & EMC certified

Model  Ref.

  K2670WG

  K2670AL

•	900 x 151 x 700 mm
•	Six internal shelves
•	Three mirrored doors unit with panoramic 

opening and with soft closing
•	Handles: chrome metal pin
•	 Included hardware
•	 Internal Led Lighting with external  

atmosphere ambiance
•	Provided by Switch & Socket with  

external access
•	Pre-arranged for external lamp K2682  

and K2681 (main light)
•	 IP44 & EMC certified

Model  Ref.

  K2669WG

  K2669AL

•	800 x 151 x 700 mm
•	Four internal glass shelves
•	Three mirrored doors unit with panoramic 

opening and with soft closing
•	Handles: chrome metal pin
•	 Included hardware
•	 Internal Led Lighting with external  

atmosphere ambiance
•	Provided by Switch & Socket with  

external access
•	Pre-arranged for external lamp K2682  

and K2681 (main light)
•	 IP44 & EMC certified

Model  Ref.

  K2668WG

  K2668AL

•	700 x 151 x 700 mm
•	Four internal glass shelves
•	Two mirrored doors unit with soft closing
•	Handles: chrome metal pin
•	 Internal mirror on main door
•	 Included hardware
•	 Internal Led Lighting with external  

atmosphere ambiance
•	Provided by Switch & Socket with  

external access
•	Pre-arranged for external lamp K2682  

and K2681 (main light)
•	 IP44 & EMC certified

Model  Ref.

  K2667WG

    ` K2667AL

•	600 x 151 x 70 mm
•	Two internal glass shelves
•	Two mirrored doors unit with soft closing
•	Handles: chrome metal pin
•	 Internal mirror on main door
•	 Included hardware
•	 Internal Led Lighting with external  

atmosphere ambiance
•	Provided by Switch & Socket with  

external access
•	Pre-arranged for external lamp K2682  

and K2681 (main light)
•	 IP44 & EMC certified

Glossy White

Aluminium Effect

Glossy White

Aluminium Effect

Glossy White

Aluminium Effect

Glossy White

Aluminium Effect

Glossy White

Aluminium Effect

Glossy White

Aluminium Effect

6766

Mirror cabinet 120 cm Mirror cabinet 90 cmMirror cabinet 100 cm

Technical specificaTions

furniturE 

Mirror cabinet 80 cm Mirror cabinet 60 cmMirror cabinet 70 cm
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Model  Ref.

  K2666WG

  K2666AL

•	500 x 151 x 700 mm
•	Two internal glass shelves
•	One mirrored door unit with soft closing
•	Handles: chrome metal pin
•	 Included hardware
•	 Internal Led Lighting with external  

atmosphere ambiance
•	Provided by Switch & Socket with  

external access
•	Pre-arranged for external lamp K2682  

and K2681 (main light)
•	 IP44 & EMC certified

Glossy White

Aluminium Effect

6968

Mirror cabinet 50 cm LED lamp 35 cmLED lamp 55 cm

furniturE 

Model  Ref.

550 x 70 x 20 mm  K2681AA

•	Finish: stainless steel
•	Hardware included
•	 Ip44 certified
•	6 watts

Technical specificaTions

Model  Ref.

350 x 70 x 20 mm  K2682AA

•	Finish: stainless steel
•	Hardware included 
•	 IP44 certified
•	6 Watts

Strada mirror with light Connect mirror without 
light

Model  Ref.

1300 x 5 x 700 mm E6536BH

1200 x 5 x 700 mm   E6545BH

1000 x 5 x 700 mm    E6535BH

900 x 5 x 700 mm   E6534BH

800 x 5 x 700 mm    E6543BH

700 x 5 x 700 mm   E6542BH

600 x 5 x 700 mm   N1406BH

550 x 5 x 700 mm    N1405BH

500 x 5 x 700 mm   N1404BH

400 x 5 x 700 mm   N1403BH

Model  Ref.

1400 x 35 x 650 mm  K2480BH

1300 x 35 x 650 mm    E0388BH

1200 x 35 x 650 mm    K2674BH

1050 x 35 x 650 mm    K2479BH

900 x 35 x 650 mm   K2478BH

800 x 35 x 650 mm    K2673BH

700 x 35 x 650 mm    K2477BH

600 x 35 x 650 mm   K2476BH 

500 x 35 x 650 mm    K2475BH

400 x 35 x 650 mm   E0387BH 

Electrical system: AC230V, 50-60Hz,max 45W 

in compliance with CE IP44, Protection Class II

 A B

E6536 1300 4

E6535 1000 4

E6534 850 4

N1406  600 5

N1405 550 5

N1404 500 5

N1403 400 5

 B

K2480 1400

E0388 1300

K2674 1200

K2479  1050

K2478 900

K2673 800

K2477 700

K2476 600

K2475 500

E0387 400

A A

N1403

A B

400

500

550

600

N1404

N1405

N1406

5

5

5

5

E6534 850 4

E6535 1000 4

E6536 1300 4

B

N1407 400

500N1408

550N1409

600N1410

A

65
0

35
30

K2673

600
K2477

K2480 1400

K2479
900

K2674

1050
K2478

700
K2476
K2475 500

A

1200

800

E0387 400

E0388 1300



7170

producT opTions 
furniTure

Technical specificaTions

Material specifications 1

Product

Part Description Raw material Thickness Finish

External Internal

Basin unit Carcass Side + Back + Base MDF 18 mm Glossy lacquered                Grey melamine paper

Front panel Front panel for 
drawer / door

MDF 18 mm Polished glossy 
lacquered  

Grey melamine paper

Drawer Base + Back MDF 18 mm Grey melamine paper Grey melamine paper

Handle Metal Chrome steel

Worktop 
included

MDF 18 mm Glossy lacquered                Grey melamine paper

Column Carcass Side + Base +  
Top panel

MDF 18 mm Glossy lacquered                Grey melamine paper

Front panel Front panel for 
drawer / door

MDF 18 mm Polished glossy 
lacquered   

Grey melamine paper

Back MDF 8 mm Neutral Grey melamine paper

Shelf Glass 5 mm Neutral

Handle Metal Chrome steel

Storage unit Carcass Side + Base +  
Top panel

MDF 18 mm Glossy lacquered               Grey melamine paper

Front panel Front panel for 
drawer/door

MDF 18 mm Polished glossy 
lacquered   

Grey melamine paper

Back MDF 8 mm Neutral Grey melamine paper

Shelf Glass 5 mm Neutral

Metallic drawer  Blum with integrated softclosing

Hinge Blum with integrated softclosing

Material specifications 2

Product

Part Description Raw material Thickness Finish

External Internal

Basin unit Carcass Side + Back + Base MFC 18 mm Glossy lacquered                

Bambu melamine paper

Grey melamine paper

Bambu melamine paper 
(only side panel)

Front panel Front panel for 
drawer

MDF for lacquered   

MFC for melamine

18 mm Glossy lacquered                       
Bambu melamine paper

Grey melamine paper 

Bambu melamine paper 

Drawer Base + Back MFC 16 mm Grey melamine paper Grey melamine paper

Handle Metal Chrome aluminium

Internal shelf MFC 18 mm Grey melamine paper

Bambu melamine paper

Grey melamine paper 

Bambu melamine paper 

Worktop MDF for lacquered   

MFC for melamine

25 mm Glossy lacquered                

Bambu melamine paper

Grey melamine paper

Column Carcass Side + Base + 

Top panel

MFC 18 mm Glossy lacquered                      

Bambu melamine paper

Grey melamine paper

Bambu melamine paper 

Front panel Front panel for door MDF for lacquered   

MFC for melamine

18 mm Glossy lacquered                 

Bambu melamine paper

Grey melamine paper

Bambu melamine paper 

Back MDF 4 mm White melamine paper Grey melamine paper

Shelf Glass 5 mm Neutral

Internal shelf MFC 18 mm Glossy lacquered                       
Bambu melamine paper

Grey melamine paper   
Bambu melamine paper 

Handle Metal Chrome aluminium

Storage unit Carcass Side + Base +  
Top panel

MFC 18 mm Glossy lacquered               Grey melamine paper

Front panel Front panel for 
drawer/door

MDF for lacquered   

MFC for melamine

18 mm Glossy lacquered                 

Bambu melamine paper

Grey melamine paper

Bambu melamine paper 

Back MDF 4 mm White melamine paper Grey melamine paper

Shelf Glass 5 mm Neutral

Open unit Carcass Side + Back + 

Base + Top

MFC 18 mm Glossy lacquered                  
Bambu melamine paper

Grey melamine paper

Bambu melamine paper 

Metallic drawer Hettich with integrated softclosing

Hinge Salice with integrated softclosing
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7372

Square acrylic shower tray
with bright stainless steel  
waste cover

Rectangular acrylic 
shower tray
with bright stainless steel  waste cover

showEr trays

Model  Ref.

900 × 900 mm  K2622

Model  Ref.

1800 × 900 mm  K2629

1700 × 900 mm  K2628

1600 × 900 mm  K2627

1400 × 900 mm  K2626

1200 × 900 mm  K2625

1000 × 900 mm  K2624

1000 × 800 mm  K2623

Technical specificaTions

Rectangular bath
Built-in installation

Rectangular bath
Double-ended

Built-in installation

Rectangular bath
Italian legset with front  
and side panels

BathtuBs

Model  Ref.

1700 × 750 mm  K2606

1700 × 700 mm  K2605

Model  Ref.

1700 × 750 mm  K2613

1700 × 700 mm  K2612

 

Model  Ref.

1900 × 900 mm  K2609

1800 × 800 mm  K2608

1700 × 750 mm  K2607

  

Strada duo A B H L

K2609 1900 800 1070 565

K2608 1800 800 970 465

K2607 1700 750 870 415

Strada rectangular  
shower tray A B C D E

K2629 1800 900 1700 800 770

K2628 1700 900 1600 800 770

K2627 1600 900 1500 800 770

K2626 1400 900 1300 800 770

K2625 1200 900 1100 800 770

K2624 1000 900 900 800 770

K2623 1000 800 900 700 670

Strada rectangular  B  L

K2613  750  800

K2612  700  750

 

Strada rectangular  B  L

K2606  750  800

K2605  700  750
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7574

Rectangular bath
Double-ended, Italian legset 
with front and side panels

Asymmetric bath
Built-in installation
right hand version

Technical specificaTions

BathtuBs

Model  Ref.

1700 × 1000 mm  K2610

Model  Ref.

1900 × 900 mm  K2616

1800 × 800 mm  K2615

1700 × 750 mm  K2614

Basin mixer
with pop-up waste

Basin mixer
without pop-up waste

Basin vessel mixer
with pop-up waste

Model  Ref.

Basin Mixer with  
Water Saving 5 l/min  A5897AA

Basin Mixer   A5449AA

•	Multiport Cartridge
•	Hot water limiter
•	Adjustable flow aerator 
•	Flexible hoses G3/8” 
•	Metal pop-up waste
•	Chrome

Model  Ref.

Basin Mixer   A5450AA

•	Multiport Cartridge
•	Hot water limiter
•	Adjustable flow aerator max 5 l/min
•	Flexible hoses G3/8” 
•	Chrome

Model  Ref.

Basin Vessel   A5840AA

•	Multiport Cartridge
•	Hot water limiter
•	Adjustable flow aerator max 5l/min
•	Flexible hoses G3/8” 
•	Metal pop-up waste
•	Chrome

fittinGs

Strada Duo A B H L

K2616 1900 800 1070 565

K2615 1800 800 970 465

K2614 1700 750 870 415

Asymmetric bath
Built-in installation
left hand version

Model  Ref.

1700 × 1000 mm  K2611
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7776

Basin vessel mixer
without pop-up waste

Model  Ref.

Basin vessel mixer  A5841AA

•	Multiport Cartridge
•	Hot water limiter
•	Adjustable flow aerator max 5 l/min
•	Flexible hoses G3/8” 
•	Chrome 

Technical specificaTions

fittinGs
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Basin mixer 
concealed kit 2

Model  Ref.

Basin mixer – concealed   A5844AA

•	Metal escutcheon
•	 172mm spout
•	47mm Cartridge
•	Hot water limiter
•	Adjustable flow aerator max 5l/min
•	Chrome
•	Suitable for kit 1 A5948NU
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Bidet mixer
with pop-up waste

Model  Ref.

Bidet mixer  A5845AA

•	Multiport Cartridge
•	Hot water limiter
•	Ball joint aerator max 5 l/min
•	Flexible hoses G3/8” 
•	Metal pop-up waster
•	Chrome
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G1/2

59-64
32 
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70
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32 
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Shower mixer
wall mounted

Model  Ref.

Shower mixer  A5846AA

•	Multiport Cartridge
•	Hot water limiter
•	 Integrated back flow preventor
•	 Including escutcheons and S-connection
•	Chrome

G1/2

G1/2

30°

137-163
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70
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32 
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32 

Bath and shower mixer
wall mounted

Model  Ref.

Bath and shower mixer  A5848AA

•	Multiport Cartridge
•	Hot water limiter
•	Adjustable flow aerator
•	 Integrated back flow preventor
•	 Including escutcheons and S-connection
•	Chrome
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Shower mixer
kit 2     
suitable for concealed A1000NU

Model  Ref.

Shower mixer kit 2   A5852AA

•	47 mm Cartridge
•	Hot water limiter
•	 Including escutcheons
•	Chrome
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Bath and shower mixer 
kit 2    
suitable for concealed A1000NU

Bath spout
wall mounted

Model  Ref.

Bath and shower mixer kit 2  A5853AA

•	47 mm Cartridge
•	Hot water limiter
•	 Including escutcheons
•	Chrome

Model  Ref.

Wall mounted bath spout  A5896AA

•	 172 mm spout
•	Metal escutcheon
•	Adjustable flow aerator
•	Chrome

fittinGs


